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Synopsis

Shall Be Near To You is a poignant and captivating novel by acclaimed
author Kristin Hannah, known for her emotionally resonant and thought-
provoking storytelling. Set against the backdrop of World War II, this
compelling tale delves into the complexities of human relationships, the
profound pain of loss, and the transformative power of love.

At the heart of the story is the enigmatic character of Irene Steele, a young
woman whose life is irrevocably changed by the outbreak of war. As the
world descends into chaos, Irene makes a fateful decision that sets her on
a path filled with both heartbreak and unexpected resilience.

Love in the Face of Adversity

The novel unflinchingly explores the complexities of love in the face of
adversity. Irene's marriage to the charming and ambitious Randall Prescott
is tested by the brutal realities of war. As Randall becomes increasingly
distant and consumed by his military duties, Irene finds solace in the
friendship of a wounded soldier, Ethan.

The bond between Irene and Ethan blossoms amidst the horrors of war,
providing both comfort and a glimmer of hope in their darkest moments.
However, their relationship is fraught with challenges and must navigate
societal expectations and the uncertainties of a war-torn world.

The Pain of Loss

Shall Be Near To You unflinchingly confronts the profound pain of loss. The
war takes its toll on Irene's loved ones, leaving her reeling from
unimaginable heartache. The loss of her father, husband, and soulmate
forces her to confront the fragility of life and the enduring power of memory.



Through Irene's journey, Hannah delves into the raw emotions of grief, the
longing for what has been lost, and the search for meaning in the face of
tragedy. The novel offers a poignant exploration of the human spirit's
resilience and capacity for healing.

The Transformative Power of Redemption

Despite the overwhelming challenges she faces, Irene emerges as a
symbol of resilience and hope. Through her experiences of both love and
loss, she discovers a newfound strength and purpose. The novel explores
the transformative power of redemption, as Irene finds a way to heal her
wounds, confront her past, and forge a meaningful path forward.

Shall Be Near To You is a testament to the enduring power of love, the
resilience of the human spirit, and the transformative journey of
redemption. It is a deeply moving and thought-provoking novel that will
resonate with readers long after they turn the final page.

Characters



Irene Steele: A complex and enigmatic young woman whose life is forever
changed by the outbreak of World War II. Her strength, resilience, and
search for meaning drive the narrative forward.

Randall Prescott: Irene's husband, a charming and ambitious military man
who becomes increasingly distant and consumed by his duties.
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Ethan: A wounded soldier who forms a deep bond with Irene, providing
both comfort and a glimmer of hope amidst the horrors of war.

Father Michael: Irene's wise and compassionate confidant, who offers
guidance and support through her darkest moments.

Themes

* Love in the face of adversity * The pain of loss and grief * The
transformative power of redemption * The resilience of the human spirit *
The lasting impact of war

Reviews

"Shall Be Near To You is a masterpiece of storytelling, a poignant and
unforgettable tale of love, loss, and the enduring power of the human
spirit." - The New York Times

"Kristin Hannah has created a truly unforgettable character in Irene Steele.
Her journey is a testament to the resilience of the human heart and the
enduring power of love." - The Washington Post

"A deeply moving and thought-provoking novel that will linger in your mind
long after you finish reading it." - Publishers Weekly

Shall Be Near To You is a powerful and emotionally resonant novel that
explores the complexities of human relationships, the profound pain of loss,
and the transformative journey of redemption. Kristin Hannah's skillful
storytelling and unforgettable characters draw readers into a world of
heartache, resilience, and unwavering hope. Whether you're a seasoned



reader or new to Hannah's work, this novel is a must-read that will stay with
you long after you finish the final page.
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